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Atlas Update
What a way to kick off the Saskatchewan’s first Breeding Bird Atlas! Thanks to
help from our volunteer atlassers, partners, and sponsors, we’re off to a great
start. Intrepid atlassers scoured the province and collected observations from all
four corners, setting the pace for widespread coverage in future years.
The lead up to this successful first season was a whirlwind of activity. Funding
was sought, Committees were formed, instructions were drafted, and a new way
of entering observations online was hatched. With help from our incredible
Regional Coordinators, we delivered 12 Atlas Training Workshops to over 200
attendees in preparation for the first field season. After the official launch of the
project on International Migratory Bird Day (May 13th), birders set out in earnest
to document the breeding birds of Saskatchewan.
To date, 235 registered atlassers have collected breeding evidence for an
impressive 252 species, spending a collective 2246 hours outdoors! Some
highlights include nesting Black-necked Stilts and Trumpeter Swans, a rare
southern breeding event for White-winged Crossbills, and a surprisingly out-ofrange singing Black-throated Blue Warbler.
With the first year of the Atlas in the bag, Regional Coordinators and Atlas staff
came together for the annual Regional Coordinator’s Meeting in mid-October.
The successes and challenges of the first year were discussed and plans were
laid to keep the momentum going into the next season. Data review still lays
ahead, but our fantastic coordinators are up for the challenge.
Thank-you for making the first atlas season a success!

Progress to date
Checklists
Registered Participants

235

Atlas squares with data

623

Records

35,479

Breeding species

252

Hours of atlassing

2246

Point counts

1189

Current as of December 8, 2017

Data entry remains open!

A publication of
Regional Coordinators gathered in Lumsden for
their annual meeting
Kiel Drake

Regional Coordinators hard at work
Kiel Drake
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Sharp-tailed Grouse displaying on a lek on a snowy
April morning - D
Annemieke (Mickey) Watkins

A Cliff Swallow peers out a nest atop a light fixture
at Points North Landing - AE
Laura Stewart

Representatives from Partner Organizations at the launch of the Saskatchewan Breeding
Bird Atlas. From left to right: Jennifer McKillop - Nature Conservancy Canada, Chelsea
Walters - Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation, Branimir Gjetvaj - Nature Saskatchewan,
Kiel Drake - Bird Studies Canada, Ryan Fisher - Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment,
Steve Van Wilgenburg - Environment and Climate Change Canada, LeeAnn Latremouille Bird Studies Canada.
James Villeneuve
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2017 Highlights
The first Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas is off to a great start with over 35,000 records submitted to date! Below are some
highlights from the first season.
Interesting sightings
An out-of-range Black-throated Blue Warbler observed by Regional Coordinator Kyron Giroux
singing northwest of Saskatoon in early June. A pair of Trumpeter Swans was observed with 5
cygnets by several individuals east of Regina. Breeding was confirmed for Black-necked Stilt in two
locations by Joel Priebe and Regional Coordinator Ryan Dudragne. Ryan also observed a Sage
Thrasher singing near suitable nesting habitat. Orchard Orioles were detected in more locations
than expected and Common Ravens appear to be continuing their return to former haunts, further
expanding out of the parkland and onto the plains with breeding confirmed in the Regina area. A
rare southern breeding event was observed for White-winged Crossbills in early 2017 (see next
page for details).
Species At Risk

Barn Swallow feeding a hungry
nestling - NY
Laura Stewart

A total of 2119 observations of 26 species listed under the Species At Risk Act were reported to the
Atlas, including the endangered Greater Sage-grouse, Sage Thrasher, Piping Plover, and Burrowing
Owl. The recently listed Barn Swallow was the most commonly reported (808 observations),
followed by Bobolink (272 observations) and Baird’s Sparrow (181 observations).
Remote excursions
Partners at Environment and Climate Change Canada successfully completed several remote
squares in northeastern Saskatchewan, providing much needed records from notoriously difficultto-reach locations. Three multi-day floatplane excursions were made out of Points North Landing
near Wollaston Lake, providing crews with great birding opportunities. Highlights include Surf
Scoter, Mew Gull, Arctic Tern, Parasitic Jaeger, Gray-cheeked Thrush, Bohemian Waxwing, Whitecrowned Sparrow, Harris’s Sparrow, Rusty Blackbird, and Common and Hoary Redpoll. Although a
few of these species were not assigned breeding codes at the time, some may have been making
nesting attempts and will no doubt provide the review committee with much to discuss!
Top contributors

Environment and Climate Change
Canada summer coop student
Madeleine Godin checks in via
satellite phone on a remote
northern trip.
LeeAnn Latremouille

Dan Sawatzky contributed both the most records and visited the most squares, with 2919 records
from an impressive 92 squares. Madeleine Godin spent the most time atlassing with 158.5 hours of
atlassing under her belt, followed closely by Dan at 143 hours. Warren St Germaine saw an
incredible 194 species! Chris Harris submitted the greatest number of checklists with 250 individual
lists and conducted the most point counts with 122, followed closely by Stan Shadick who did 119. Ryan Dudragne visited the
most regions, having collected data from 13 thus far. Christian Artuso, Manitoba’s Program Manager for Bird Studies Canada and
birder extraordinaire, managed to observe an astonishing 95 breeding species in a single 4 hour visit to an Atlas square south of
Moosomin – the most species observed in a single square yet!
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A Surprise Early Start to the Atlas
The Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas got off to an unexpectedly early start in
January 2017 when birders began to notice that White-winged Crossbills were
behaving unusually in southern regions of the province.
White-winged Crossbills are specialists at extracting seeds from the cones of conifers
and much of their behaviour and ecology is closely related to this highly variable
food source. In order to deal with the sporadic nature of their food, Crossbills have
adopted a nomadic lifestyle; flocks will travel great distances together in search of
food, stopping to breed at almost any time of year if a substantial crop is
encountered. The summer of 2016 yielded a bumper crop of spruce cones across
southern Saskatchewan, so when White-winged Crossbills ventured south from the
boreal forest in winter they encountered enough food to encourage breeding.
Chris Harris (Regional Coordinator, Region 7 – Regina) began spreading the word for
others to keep their eyes and ears open and in February, atlassers were able to
document breeding behaviours. White-winged Crossbills were heard singing from
perches and eventually females were seen carrying nesting material deep into
spruce boughs. On March 18th, a fully-feathered nestling was found by a passerby in
a park in Saskatoon. Upon consulting with Living Sky Wildlife Rehabilitation they
were instructed to build an artificial nest and secure it to the tree where it was
found. The next day the parents were observed feeding the nestling, which appeared
to be in good health.

Male White-winged Crossbill, taken prior to 2017
May Haga

Good breeding conditions for Crossbills in southern Saskatchewan might not occur
again for some time , so the Atlas was very fortunate to have keen observers on the
lookout for breeding activity so early on! Thank you!

White-winged Crossbill observations - note the
instances of confirmed breeding in the southern
portion of the province
Nestling White-winged Crossbill sits in an artificial nest crafted after being found on the ground in a
park. The parents were observed feeding the young bird - NY
Jan Shadick
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Atlas Maps Go Live
Have you been curious to see what the results from
the first year of the Atlas look like on a map? The wait
is now over!
Maps from the 2017 atlassing season are now live on the Atlas website. Each
species observed in the province has it’s own map illustrating which squares it
has been observed in. The maps page also hosts general statistics maps, such
as the Hours of Survey Effort map shown below.
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Sponsor Spotlight:
Saskatchewan’s northern forests are a provincial gem that
provide wonderful bird habitat; but with a sparse road
network, few human inhabitants, and thick vegetation
covering difficult terrain, achieving adequate coverage of
these areas requires a combination of dedicated
volunteers and, critically, the help of industry partners.
Weyerhaeuser, having used atlas data
from British Columbia in the development
of planning and risk assessment tools, was
early to recognize the benefits in
supporting the Atlas from the start and has
helped to champion the project. During
the 2017 atlassing season, Weyerhaeuser
staff took advantage of their regional
expertise and infrastructure to help collect
bird diversity data with autonomous
recording units in remote hard-to-reach
places. Michael LeBlanc, Weyerhaeuser’s
Operations Planner at Hudson Bay
Michael LeBlanc affixes an autonomous
Timberland, shared that “As foresters, we
recording unit to record bird song.
are often focused on the trees; how tall,
diameters, how we are going to access an area. But when we were out
installing the recorders it shifted our focus to birds. When we stopped to set up
a recording site, I was amazed at the number and variety of bird calls. Working
on the project made me stop and listen; it was kind of a reminder of why I
chose a career in natural resources in the first place.” Birdsongs captured on
the recording units, once processed by the atlas team, will feed directly into
the project providing important atlas coverage for areas our regular volunteers
would have been hard-pressed to access.
Partnerships such as this will be critical to the success of the Atlas over the next
four summers in the far reaches of our boreal and taiga forests. Other
corporate sponsors and businesses have also joined in support of the Atlas with
generous donations received from Tolko Industries, K+S Potash Canada, and
Mountain Equipment Co-op. If your business is not already involved, please
consider joining the Atlas as a supporter. There is plenty of
room for more help!

Great Blue Heron rookery containing approximately
40 nests confirmed by Michael LeBlanc and Lee
Hicks. Weyerhaeuser was able to adjust their plans
to avoid disturbing the rookery.

Weyerhaeuser staff braved buggy and muddy
conditions to set up and retrieve autonomous
recorders for the Atlas!
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Notes from the Field
Close Encounter
by Sarah Ludlow - Regional Coordinator, Region 12 – Whitesand

Harris’s Sparrow in breeding habitat in the northeastern corner of the province - H
Steve Van Wilgenburg

Suffering From Atlassing
Withdrawals?
There’s no need to stop contributing
to citizen science initiatives in the
province just because the atlassing
season has come to end! Consider
taking part in Project Feeder Watch
or a Christmas Bird Count near you!

Nearing the end of a point count for the Atlas I heard some rustling in the vegetation
across the road from where I was standing. I stood very still to see what emerged - it
was a fawn! The young deer proceeded to walk past me and cross the trail behind my
truck. It was less than 20 m away from me the entire time. I made sure to remain
motionless so as not to startle it. Seeing the fawn was definitely a highlight of that
morning and is a good example of how atlassing gets you outside and allows you to
see much more than just birds.

Dressed to the Nines - How Getting
Permission for Access to a Regina
Property Resulted in a Dress Code for
Atlassing!
by Chris Harris - Regional Coordinator, Region 7 – Regina
On May 28th, 2017, I was doing point counts in 13UER38, a priority square that
includes the southeast corner of Regina. You can imagine my frustration when I
realised that Point Count 1 was on a track about 150 metres north of a public road
clearly inside a barbed wire fence marked Private Property. The Atlas office had
emphasized the importance of gaining permission to go on private property so my
choices were clear: either abandon this point count and add another or seek
permission from the Wascana Country Club.
Fortunately, a neighbour of mine is a member of the Wascana Country Club and gave
me the name of the Executive Director for this exclusive golf club. I reached the
Director by phone and explained the project in detail. He said I could conduct my early
morning count under two conditions: 1) stay out of the way of the golfers, ideally
getting off the golf course before the golfers were out and 2) tell him in advance of
when I was coming. I replied that I would give him as much notice as possible but all
depended on favourable weather conditions.
After waiting out many windy days in June, the morning of June 24th finally looked to
be promising for conducting point counts. I contacted the Director and he granted
permission but added that there was one other stipulation: the Wascana Country Club
had a strict dress code for people on the club property and I was going to have to
adhere to it. I replied that I would be on the golf course at 5:30 AM with no golfers in
sight, however, he insisted and there was no way around it: no blue jeans and no shirt
without a collar.

A pair of Yellow Warblers, the female is observed
transporting nesting material - NB
Dave Messmer

On a very cold June 24th with temperatures just above freezing, I was out at the
Wasacana Country Club at 5:25 AM. By 5:41 AM, I had completed Point Count 1
recording 11 species. After the point count was completed, I did a traveling count
around the edge of the golf course including the west side of Wascana Creek. This bird
rich area produced 37 species with the highlight being a singing male Orchard Oriole.
It pays to get permission to go on private property, but it was the first time in my life
that I had been told what to wear birdwatching!
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Atlas Team Biographies
Dan Sawatzky
Volunteer Regional Coordinator, Region 11 – Last Mountain
What do you do for a living?
I am a contract field researcher working mostly with native grassland sparrows.
Where are you from?
I grew up in Swift Current and have lived in Regina for many years.
What or who got you into birds?
I saw a bird field guide at a friend's place the fall of 1983 and told my girl friend Tracy (now my wife) that I needed one of those. She bought
me the Audubon Society Master Guide to Birding for Christmas and the following spring I identified a Pine Grosbeak at Cypress Hills using the
field guide. It was all over at that point and I was hooked for life. Now when Tracy complains about me birding too much I can easily blame her
for starting it all.
What’s your favourite place to watch birds and why?
Locally, I like birding at Wascana Park in Regina to record the arrival, breeding and departure of all species as the seasons progress. From a
scientific perspective this is great long term data to collect and, call me weird, but I enjoy that. For the pure pleasure of birding, my favorite
place is the next place my travel plans take me where I can find a bunch of new species.
Why is the Atlas important to you?
The Atlas is important to me as a way to collect information that can contribute directly to government, industrial and agricultural policies that
can then be put into place to protect the environment and all the species that depend on that environment, ourselves
included. From a personal perspective I have developed quite a unique skill set through my years of birding and field
research and I feel a strong sense of personal responsibility to use this skill to contribute directly to the success of the
Atlas.

Krista Ellingson
Volunteer Regional Coordinator, Region 6 – Lake Diefenbaker
What do you do for a living?
I’m an environmental consultant.
Where are you from?
Regina. For the past six years, I’ve lived in West Central SK at a community pasture.
What or who got you into birds?
I first became interested in birds 10 years ago while working at Grasslands National Park,
but my impression at the time was that only a special subset of people could develop the
ability to identify birds. Later, I started making a concerted effort to study local breeding
birds, and I quickly discovered that I could identify many more species than I thought I
could. Now, I’m amazed at the diversity of wildlife I was missing out on before I payed attention to birds.
What’s your favourite place to watch birds and why?
My favourite place to watch birds is the big slough west of our yard. It’s close enough that I can bike there with my kids, and it hosts a great
diversity of wetland and native prairie birds during the breeding season, and interesting migrants in the spring and fall.
Why is the Atlas important to you?
The Atlas has provided me with motivation to tune-up my ear-birding skills, and it’s encouraged me to take my kids out to play
outdoors where I can make atlas checklists. Through volunteering with the atlas, I’ve met people in my community and across the
province that are as interested as I am in conservation of wildlife and wild places. I love that there are many ways to participate
(atlassing, point counts, bioacoustics), and that everyone, regardless of experience or physical ability, can contribute to conservation
in a meaningful way.
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Workshops

Frequently Asked

Want to learn the basics of bird identification
and atlassing in an afternoon or evening? We
plan to host workshops this winter and spring!
Workshop locations and times will be posted on
the Atlas website’s Upcoming Events page and advertised on our Facebook
Page.

Questions

Request a Workshop
We are happy to give workshops for an audience of 6 or more anywhere in
the province. Contact your local Regional Coordinator to request a workshop
near you!

Do I have to sign up for a square?
No, you do not have to sign up for a
square in order to participate. Signing up
for a square helps Regional Coordinators
plan their efforts, but it is not required.

Can I report bird observations from
squares that I am not signed up for?
All atlassers are encouraged to record
and submit observations from anywhere
in the province, regardless of whether or
not they are signed up for an Atlas
square.

Workshop participants in Saskatoon practice Atlassing techniques
Nick Saunders

I’m not a bird expert, can I still help?
Yes! As long as you are 100% sure about
the birds you report we are happy to

Nocturnal Owl Surveys

have the observations. With practice
your skills will improve, so consider

Are you interested in surveying owls in your region? The Atlas Team recently
took over coordination of the Saskatchewan Nocturnal Owl Survey in the
hopes that our phenomenal Atlassers will help reinvigorate this fun spring
survey!
The Nocturnal Owl Survey consists of driving a specified route after dark and
quietly listening for owls at specific locations during the peak of owl calling
activity, between March 15 and April 30. There are several existing routes
which have not been surveyed in recent years and there are opportunities to
create new routes to increase coverage.
If you are interested in conducting nocturnal owl
surveys contact the Atlas Office! Upcoming editions of
the Atlas Newsletter will also have more details on what
entails and how to get involved in owl surveys.

attending a workshop, square bash, or
other bird walks to help build your
skillset.

I have entered bird observations on
eBird: Can they be transferred to the
Atlas?
No.

Unfortunately,

we

cannot

incorporate checklists from eBird into
the Atlas. You can, however, enter your
checklists via the Atlas data entry portal
and with a simple click share them to
your eBird account!
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Travel Support
Wondering how to support your growing Atlassing
habit? We may be able to help defray some of your
costs! Visit the Atlas Travel Support page on the
website for forms and further details.

Remote Travel Grants
Planning a remote Atlassing trip? A limited pool of funds is available to support
volunteer atlassers aiming to complete squares in remote or underpopulated areas.
Applications are assessed on a first-come, first-served basis, so apply early! Priority will
be given to applicants planning to conduct point counts.
A recently fledged House Wren patiently awaits it’s
next meal - FY
Laura Stewart

Tax Receipts for Atlassing Expenses
Bird Studies Canada is able to offer tax receipts for donations through a cheque
exchange. Volunteer participants can record their mileage and keep receipts for other
expenses (e.g. food, accommodation), complete an application form, and mail it along
with a cheque to the Atlas Office. Applications must be received by 1 December for the
year in which expenses occurred.

We Want to Hear from You!
Do you have an atlassing story, thoughts, or
tips that you’d like to share in the next
newsletter? Send your short texts to the Atlas
Office to be considered for inclusion.

Contact us
306-249-2894
1-844-369-2894 (toll-free)
skatlas@birdscanada.org
sk.birdatlas.ca

Calling All Photographers

Gray Catbird nest discovered in a shrub adjacent to
a patio - NE
Don Wilke

The Atlas Office is always looking for photos of breeding birds and
people atlassing to share on the website, in newsletters, on social
media, and in presentations. Please consider sending any photos you
would like to share via email, or a file transfer service such as
DropBox, Google Drive, or WeTransfer.
Veuillez contacter le Bureau de l'Atlas si vous souhaitez recevoir ce document en français.

Partner Organizations

Sponsors

Banner photo: Danica Hogan
Silhouettes based on photos by: May Haga
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